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INTRODUCTION 
Algorithms for estimating genotypic probabilities or identity by descent (IBD) probabilities in 
complex pedigrees, where not all animals have genotype records, require that allele frequencies 
in the base population are assumed or known (e.g. Elston and Stewart 1971; Sobel and Lange 
1996). These assumed founder allele frequencies (FAF) are necessary, but they can have a 
large influence on the probability of IBD for alleles that are identical by state (IBS). For 
example, if an allele is assigned a low FAF, then alleles which are IBS are likely to originate 
from a smaller number of base gametes, thereby increasing the probability that IBS alleles are 
also IBD. Conversely, if an allele is assigned a high FAF, then alleles which are IBS are likely 
to originate from a larger number of base gametes, thereby reducing the probability that IBS 
alleles are also IBD. 
 
Assigning FAF could be avoided by using estimates from the data under analysis, however 
there are often good reasons for not adopting this strategy (see for example Tier and Henshall 
2002). Accordingly, a population level estimate of the FAF is commonly used. In this respect 
the FAF is similar to a heritability used in the estimation of breeding values. For the estimation 
of IBD probabilities this approach seems to be reasonable. However, unlike heritability, large 
variations in allele frequencies are quite likely between families. The effect of the FAF on 
genotypic probability estimates can be very large, and in some families may be inappropriate. 
 
If genotypic probabilities are estimated using a descent graph sampling algorithm (eg, Sobel 
and Lange 1996; Henshall et al. 2001), then the effect of the FAF on estimated genotypic 
probabilities can be separated from the effect of observed data.  In this paper, the importance of 
this is demonstrated using examples from an analysis carried out for a commercial beef cattle 
stud. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
During a routine segregation analysis run for a beef cattle breeder, a bull (referred to here as 
bull X) was estimated as having a 95% chance of carrying no copies of the desirable allele of 
the Thyroglobulin gene (commercialised as the “Genestar Marbling Gene”). It was 
subsequently discovered that bull X had already been genotyped, and that he carried a copy of 
the desirable allele. This apparent “error” motivated the study described here. 
The pedigree consisted of 747 animals, of which 41 had been genotyped. The frequency of the 
desirable allele in this cattle breed was assumed to be low, and a FAF of 20% was assigned.  
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The analysis was carried out using the algorithm of Henshall et al. 2001, a Monte Carlo 
algorithm which operates by drawing independent descent graph samples. Instead of using 
importance sampling, as in Henshall et al. 2001, a Metropolis-Hastings step (Metropolis et al. 
1953; Hastings 1970) was applied to weight samples. 
 
Figure 1 depicts a small pedigree, with transmission of gametes indicated by solid lines. Two 
possible paths are given for the inheritance of gamete B2, defining two descent graph samples, 
denoted (i) and (ii). In sample (i), gamete B2 is IBD to gamete B1, and in sample (ii), gamete 
B2 is IBD to gamete A1. In sample (i), the genotype of gamete A1 is derived from the FAF, 
and in sample (ii), gamete A1 carries allele b.  The FAF for allele b determines which of these 
samples is more likely. If allele b is a rare allele, then sample (i) will be more likely than 
sample (ii). The most likely sample is accepted more frequently in the Metropolis Hastings 
algorithm. The FAF then affects the genotypic probability estimate of gamete A1 in two ways, 
first in the probability that A1 is IBD to gamete B2, and second, if A1 and B2 are not IBD, in 
the sampling of an allele from the FAF vector. This second effect can be removed by simply 
assigning a genotype of “unspecified” to gametes which are not IBD to gametes with observed 
genotypes in the data. 
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Figure 1.  A small pedigree, with an example of inheritance of gametes shown. Gamete B2 
has two possible paths, and together with the paths for the other gametes these form two 
possible descent graphs, labelled (i) and (ii). Animal B is the only animal with known 
geneotype, and is homozygous for allele b. 
 
The analysis of the Thyroglobulin gene data was repeated, with probabilities of unspecified 
genotype estimated as described above. The estimates were obtained by sampling 100,000 
independent descent graphs of which 11,161 were accepted. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Genotypic probability estimates for bull X and other selected animals Y1, Y2, Z1 and Z2 are 
displayed in table 1. Bull X had three progeny with genotypes known to be bb, and no other 
progeny with genotype records. With three genotyped progeny, there is a 75% probability that 
both of bull X’s gametes have been observed. Hence the 75% probability that bull X is 
homozygous bb using the new method. Whenever one of Bull X’s gametes was not observed in 
his progeny, it was not IBD to any other genotyped gamete, hence the 25% probability that bull 
X has genotype bu. Using the old method this 25% probability of being bu is distributed as 
20% bb (25% x 0.8) and 5% ab (25% x 0.2), given the FAF of 0.2 for allele a. 
 
Table 1. Estimated genotypic probabilities (%) for genotypes aa, ab, bb, au, bu, and uu 
obtained using the two methods. The founder allele frequencies for alleles a and b were 
assumed to be 20% and 80% respectively. With the new method, allele u represents 
samples where the gamete was not IBD to a gamete of known genotype. 
 

ID Method aa ab bb au bu uu 
Old 0 5 95    X 
New 0 0 75 0 25 0 

Old 10 50 40    Y1 
New 0 0 0 50 50 0 

Old 10 50 40    Y2 
New 6 29 23 21 21 0 

Old 0 18 82    Z1 
New 0 2 29 1 52 16 

Old 0 19 81    Z2 
New 0 16 70 0 14 0 

 
Animals Y1 and Y2 have identical genotype probabilities when estimated using the old 
method, but very different genotype probabilities when estimated using the new method. The 
two animals are halfsibs, being the progeny of the same known heterozygous bull. The dam of 
animal Y1 is ungenotyped, and no sample had a gamete IBD to a genotyped gamete. The dam 
of animal Y2 is also ungenotyped, but both of her gametes are IBD to genotyped gametes in 
many samples. Similarly, animals Z1 and Z2 have similar genotype probabilities when 
estimated using the old method, but different genotype probabilities when estimated using the 
new method.  
 
For animals Y1 and Z1, when using the old method, the FAF has a large effect on the 
genotypic probability estimates through genotypes sampled for base gametes. Varying the FAF 
would be expected to have a large influence on the genotypic probability estimates for these 
animals. In contrast, for animals Y2 and Z2 the genotypic probability estimates are largely 
driven by relationships to genotyped animals. Varying the FAF would not have such a large 
effect on these probabilities. By estimating a probability for unspecified genotype the 
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differences between animals Y1 and Y2 and the differences between animals Z1 and Z2 are 
apparent and quantified. 
 
Whether these differences are important in practice depends on the end use for the genotypic 
probabilities. If the probabilities were included in an index for making selection decisions, then 
the “breeding value” for animals Y1 and Y2 would probably be the same regardless of which 
estimation method was used. The “accuracy” for animal Y1 might be less than that for animal 
Y2 if the new method was used, reflecting the uncertainty inherent in the FAF, but similar 
selection decisions would probably be made regardless of which method was used to estimate 
genotypic probabilities.  
 
If, however, future genotyping decisions were to be based on the genotypic probability 
estimates, then the additional information contained in estimates obtained using the new 
method would appear to be very useful.  In the case of bull X, the 95% probability of being a 
non-carrier estimated using the old method might be sufficient to exclude him and his progeny 
from further testing, while the 25% probability that one of his gametes had not been observed, 
obtained using the new method, might cause him or his progeny to be considered to be worth 
further genotyping. In this particular case, where bull X is in fact heterozygous, failure to 
conduct further genotyping might have resulted in incorrect genotype assumptions for a whole 
branch of the pedigree. Conversely, unnecessary genotyping can be avoided where it is known 
that genotypic probability estimates are driven by observed data rather than the FAF. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
When genotypic probabilities are estimated using methods that operate by sampling descent 
graphs it is possible to estimate a probability that a gamete is not IBD to any gametes of known 
genotype. This allows the separation of genotypic probability estimates into components based 
on observed data and on the FAF. The influence of the FAF on current genotypic probability 
estimates should be taken into account when making further genotyping decisions. 
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